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Submission To office of Environment and Heritage on Review of Native Vegltallon Law 

General Statement. 

We are totally sick of the Interference In our farms business management by Incompetent, 
unsympathellc,one eyed, Ignorant beauraucrats,politicians and radical greenles, the 
"stakeholders". 

If we were to hand over to greenles and Government our deposit and cheque books they would 
control the lot. 

After five generations and over a century of worK we lhlnl< we know ,better than most others, what 
development our properties need and can stand, to conserve nature on one hand and give us a 
living on the other, paying our way as we go. 

We are landowners not landholders and find the latter term used In all relevant leglslaUon 
demeaning. In urban area$ a homeowner Is treated In a different way to a householder. Change 
the terminology please. 

Ae landowners we own and used to control some 4000 ha. of freehold country, used principally for 
beef cattle grazing and timber production.The latter Is controlled by three PNF PVPs. Perhaps 
375ha (6%) Is open to open range grazing country, largely unimproved, carrying some timber. The 
balance being pretty dense North Coast bush country with some limited grazing and Increasingly 
degraded forests with no prospects under current shortsighted regulations of being Improved 
ever. This Is the legacy for us of Government interference in something of which they have no 
understanding or care excepting tne political goal of appeasing the Green voter. 

We need to clear or rather clean up to 400ha (10%) only but because of une~pialned and totally 
ridiculous "offsets" we cannot and Will not apply for a clearing PVP. 

Our forests need some different teatment (sao Enclosure) 

The regulatory crap we have to deal needs radical change. Do we have the will or the capacity to 
open our minds to do II? I doubt it. 

(1) Gel rid of the many different agencies full of boofheads and replace them with a single 
property extension service under one heading run by knowledgeable people not college educated 
Idiots. We accept the need for some regulation and guidance, but it must be balanced 
commonsense, not greenle Inspire a radicallsm.What we cant respect we cant work with. 

We are not criminals but we are forced to break the law and regulation on a dally basis. Is this 
reasonable? I doni believe so. 

There are three families to live off this property and Irrespective of commodity prices, value of the 
doller etc. we still have to deal With this rubbish. Remember we do not get the great cheque each 
week for computer gazing as you do- we must gel out and work for our living. In order to and 
because of our desire to keep this place for future generations the older ones of us era precluded 
from any social security payments. Work until you die With your boots on. 

(2) Acknowledge that PNF Is private native FORESTRY not a National Park and you will be 
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halfway to where you need to be. A bueh full of trees Is not a forest. Forests should be for for the 
production of the timber products soci<>IY eo badly needs (see Enclosure) A declared forest should 
primarily be a single purpose piece of land without unrelated encumberance. currently not 
achievable. 

(3) Give credit for the carbon benefits of good forestry( see Enclosure) 

(4) We give notice that any change to P.N.F Code of Practice that Is not In our Interests will ba 
ignored. A contract Is a contract and cannot be altered on the whim of one signatory. e.g Riparian 
Zones to now become Wildlife Corridors. Of course they always have been but not vdmltted by 
Agencies. The wildlife have many corridors on this property ,are given the best protection by us, 
and do not need the most productive cattle and timber country onthe place, along and adjacent 
lathe creaks. This Is just another greenle ploy to close down production and put us out of 
business. 

(5) Gat rid of third party reporting. People wilh not a pot to Pee in nor a window to throw it out of 
are becoming a man ace to us and we ctont need them yet legislation favours their action under 
many Acts. 

(6) Have a good look at the worth of C.M.As . ..-C.M.A in the past seems to 
have been nothing more than a non repayable ~of wild schemes and little good 
has been achieved for the dollar spent. Per haps the Auditor General should have a look at value 
for dollar and transparency of this organisation. 

(7) At the South Grafton public meeting of review much was made of the easing of requirements 
allowing the for clearing ofor shed construction, fence and road building etc. May 1 suggest that 
most people will build their sheds In already cleared ground and that roads and fence lines will be 
cleared as required taking Into account such things as vegetation, topography etc. Also the Issues 
Involved here are far more important than these. Get real Tommy and get with It and Good Luck. 

five years old and cranky. I spent many years on 
and achieved little for effort. I look forward now to a real 

of the nation. 
law with some weight being taken off the neck of the producer, the baokbone 

N.B. The enclosure Is a document prepared some time ago and Is still relevant I believe 

Thank You for the opportunity, Yours Sincerely, fl4~ • 
Galne ~al/u;, (Man. Dlr.) 
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I find it necessary to raise the Issue of the general heallh of our public and private forests within this 
Slate. They are In many Instances severely degraded. Harvest management In many cases Is 
responsible but more so Is the Irresponsible Interference by Imposed regulation and legislation of 
successive State governments. The politlcal strength of radical greenles,and the incompetent 
beauraucratlc advice has left politicians with no option but to lock up forests to guarantee their own 
survival. Weak but true 

Adding to this Is the current need for renewable energy In any form to reduce the greenhouse gas 
problem which Is a maybe, maybe not argument I wont enter Into here. 

The opportunities tor the production of renewable power direct from forest Industries through the use of 
sawmill , Umber processing and forest waste, has already been canvassed and largely rejected by 
politicians on Ignorant greenle Insistence. This waste Is already created. To not utilise It Is crazy and 
bloody minded. 

Once aga.in I propose that ell of the above should occur also encompassing the sensible sllvercultural 
forest thlnrilng practices that are so badly needed for the future health of productive forests and the 
economic wellbeing of public and private forestry Industries 

Obviously not every hectare of forest In N.S.W Is applicable to this treatment but so much Is to btl 
signlfioan!. 

Over the entire harvest life of our forests, over many decades, high grading or harvest of the best 
commercial trees has been the norm. Natural regeneration has allowed the regrowth of further 
commercial production but at a progressively lesser overall standard. 

At tha same time commercially worthless trees have been left behind from day one and further regrowth 
of these useless trees has resulled In an overstocking of forest stem numbers to the point where all 
growth slows down and stagnates. There is only so much water and nutrient available 

Unfortunately regeneration is thus diminished <1nd regrowth Is retarded by lack Of sunlight water and 
nutrient. Suppressed growth means that trees doni reach lhelr mature potential before natural age and 
decay consume them 

Irrespective of future use of forests In N.S.W and Australia there must be a recognition of the need to 
thin the forest to allow greater growth of productive forests or forestry as a natural resources based 
Industry will cease to exist. 

This thinning coupled with existing waste resource releases continuing quantities of renewable fuel for 
pow.er generation and would happen In 11n Integrated harvest thus guaranteeing acycllcal process. It 
allows more vital growth of forests for economic and social benefit as well as Improving and maintaining 
the environment within these forests. 

I am not In possession of the areas or tonnages available for such a venture but experience tells ma It Is 
substantial. Obviously substanlisl ares will be too steep. Impractical for some reason, uneconomic to work 
or have other special reasons for this harvest nat to happen. 

Trees for timber will grow faster and mare effectively aiding carbon sequeskation Regeneratton and 
regrowth Is accelerated. Those trees thus grown which are not suitable for timber can be used tor fuel. 

Water lock up is avoided allowing for better river flows and Improving the environment generally. Grass 
cover will benefit giving fUrther economic beneRts to fanners and assist In erosion control.ls there an 
added oppoJtuntty for etorlng this carbon In soils on farm? 1 think so. 
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I call on politicians, beaurauorats, greenies and the general public who care about the future of our 
country to look hard at the vision required for something like this to happen. Forget the lockup at all cost 
attitude .That Ia no longer affordable. 

We know that closing up forests tor lnclnerallon Is not worklng,ls creating havoc all round, releasing Co2 
through decey and wlldflre and destroying the environment which belongs to us all not just a few blind 
greenles. 

Let us use the bush where applicable to store carbon in vital forest growth, In tlmbor pmd\ICts or In son 
carbon or for much needed renewable fuel while at the same time Improving the environmental and 
economic health of our State through a strong continuing forest Industry. 
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